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**Changes in Courses**

A-201, *Education Reform in America*, taught by Roland Fryer, is no longer offered in Spring 2017.


A-710G, *Intercollegiate Athletics: Implications for Leaders in Higher Education*, taught by James Antony, and offered in Fall 2016 will also be offered in the Spring.


L-105, *Evidence-Based Leadership in Education*, taught by Martin West, will be offered in Spring 2017. (Limited to first-year Ed.L.D. students only.)

S-553, *Learning Lab for Researching and Creating Knowledge*, co-taught by Eileen McGowan and Deborah Garson, originally offered for the Fall and cancelled, will now be offered for the Spring.

S-575Y, *Writing a Publishable Paper I*, taught by Heather Hill, offered in the Fall, will also be offered in the Spring.

T-010C, *Education for Liberation: Practice-Based Clinic*, taught by Aaliyah El-Amin, will no longer be offered in Spring 2017.

T-202, *Foundations of Schooling and Teaching*, taught by Beth Simpson, will be offered.

T-218, *Humanities Online Practicum*, now a four-credit course taught by Elisa New, will be offered.

T-211V, *Introduction to Teaching Residency*, taught by Stephen Mahoney, will be offered. (Limited to Harvard Teacher Fellows only.)

T-211W, *Teaching with Technology*, taught by Victor Pereira, will be offered.
T-211X, *Teaching to Transgress: An Introduction to Critical Education*, taught by Aaliyah El-Amin, will be offered. (Limited to Harvard Teacher Fellows only.)

T-211Z, *Innovative Approaches to Teacher Preparation*, taught by Eric Shed, will be offered.